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Plasticity Enables Cooperation among Heterogeneous
Cancer Cell Populations to Support Metastatic Fitness
Valerie S. LeBleu

The invasive progression of cancer known as metastasis remains
strongly associated with morbidity and lethality. New meaningful
therapeutic interventions could be derived from a better under-
standing of the underlying processes driving cancer cell seeding and
proliferation at secondary sites. Emerging findings regarding the
heterogeneity of cancer cells observed in metastases have led us to
revisit concepts surrounding metastatic fitness. Novel model sys-
tems to study the markers of cancer stem cell plasticity and their
evolution during metastatic growth have uncovered that dynamic
and heterogeneous cancer cell populations are observed during
metastatic disease progression. Heinz and colleagues studied the

heterogeneity of colorectal carcinomas, where primary tumors
evolve alongside an epithelium well characterized for its self-
renewing stem cell population. Their work revealed a functional
dynamic interplay in the organization of the metastatic lesions as
they transition from stagnating to expanding nodules, wherein the
heterogeneous mixture of cancer cell stem cells with more differ-
entiated cancer cells is essential for metastatic outgrowth. Their
work supports that dynamic YAP signaling enables the growth-
permissive heterogeneous composition of the metastatic nodule, in
contrast with growth-restricted homogeneous compositions.
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Cancer remains a frightening diagnosis, in part due to a lack of
robust therapies to control its spread and systemic impact on organ
function. A particular challenge for clinical intervention of cancer
progression rests, in part, on our limited understanding of the under-
lying process ofmetastasis, ranging from the rate-limiting aspects of its
discrete steps to the regulation of metastatic outgrowth from extended
latency (1, 2). Experimental designs to study each step of themetastatic
cascade are not without limitations, and they often rely on analyses of
macrometastatic disease. The early steps of metastasis, with potential
bottlenecks and therapeutic opportunities, are challenging to study
given they are often clinically indolent and not well captured with
current imaging modalities. Although cancer cell dissemination may
broadly reflect adaptation to microenvironmental changes (e.g., met-
abolic insufficiencies, dysregulated angiogenesis, etc.), what controls
the formation and stability of micrometastases remains mostly
unknown. The cancer cell–intrinsic and microenvironmental (extrin-
sic) mechanisms that enable outgrowth of latent micrometastases are
under active study. Outgrowth into macrometastases with potential
clinical impact likely involves distinctmechanisms according to cancer
type and genetic makeup, organotropism of metastasis, and patient-
specific microenvironmental and immune responses. In addition, a
recognized genetic heterogeneity in the cancer cells that make up
macrometastases (3), including in colon cancer (4), has revealed
further complexity in the generation of macrometastases, which
involves multiple clonal populations from the primary tumor. The
importance of this feature is evidenced by the observation that
increased genomic diversity of colorectal metastases is associated with
poor prognosis (4).

There is, however, more to the heterogeneity of metastases than
genomic alterations (5), including transcriptional changes imparting

prosurvival signals, immune evasion, and cellular plasticity and dif-
ferentiation, which are all important contributors of metastatic fitness.
With regard to cellular plasticity, the impact of cancer stem cells (CSC)
inmetastasis has also been an active area of research. A role for CSCs in
metastasis has been implicated in particular for carcinomas that
involve an epithelium with significant reliance on self-renewing stem
cell population, such as the colonic crypt (6). The functional relevance
of transcriptional heterogeneity in metastatic fitness, including micro-
metastatic outgrowth, is also largely unknown and under study. The
work by Heinz and colleagues, published in Cancer Research, offers
novel insight into the rate-limiting function of transcriptional hetero-
geneity for colorectal cancermicrometastatic outgrowth (7). Their new
findings build on a previous report in which they showed that Lgr5þ

CSCs likely emerged from dedifferentiation of Lgr5– cancer cells, the
latter being the cells that predominantly seeded the metastatic site (8).
Heinz and colleagues carried out, using an abdominal imaging win-
dow, a temporal evaluation of cancer cells seeded into the liver. This
approach allows for the direct visualization of the composition of
micrometastases and their evolution into successful macrometastases.
Although limited to a few days, the authors showed during that time
frame thatmurine cancer cells selected for their lack of Lgr5 expression
grow into macrometastases, provided that some of them regain Lgr5
expression. Though it is reasonable to question whether this obser-
vation faithfully recapitulates the metastatic process in humans with a
primary tumor and a much longer timeline to metastatic disease
progression, such direct evaluation of this rate-limiting aspect of
micrometastatic outgrowth in their model system is striking. The
experimental design, which introduced Lgr5– cancer cells intrave-
nously into tumor na€�ve recipient mice, had the advantage of elim-
inating the potential for continuous seeding of primary tumor–derived
cancer cells to established micrometastases in the outgrowth process,
which could have confounded the origin of its heterogeneous
composition.

The authors corroborated the observation of a requirement for
heterogeneous tumor cell composition to initiate micrometastatic
outgrowth in patient-derived organoids (PDO). They show that
successful ex vivo transition from micro- to macrometastatic out-
growth was limited to a subset of organoids that display a heteroge-
neous composition of cancer cells in both CSC and non–CSC states.
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Subsequent detailed transcriptomic profiling and signaling studies
revealed that dynamic YAP signaling was rate limiting for the CSC/
non–CSC heterogeneous composition and successful micrometastatic
outgrowth. The role of YAP transcriptional regulation of the Hippo
pathway on colonic stem cell biology has been studied (9), along
with an emerging understanding of its context-dependent impact on
cancer stem cell function (10). In their PDO studies, Heinz and
colleagues show that blocking YAP signaling early on prevents
their outgrowth; however, maintaining YAP signaling “on” stalls
outgrowth. The findings highlight the dynamic complexity of micro-
metastatic outgrowth, and collectively suggest that cooperation
between CSC and non–CSC is essential for the progression of
metastatic disease. The reasons why such heterogeneity would confer
growth advantages remains to be resolved; one possibility is this may
be related to the organizational structure of macrometastases as the
outgrowing nodules negotiate their metabolic demands in a dynamic
microenvironment.

It is also unknown whether dynamic YAP signaling is intrinsically
regulated, or, perhaps more likely, extrinsically controlled by the
micrometastatic microenvironment, including cancer-associated
fibroblasts and associated extracellular matrix and angiogenic remo-
deling, immune cells, and extracellular vesicles. The role of immune
evasion, though not studied by Heinz and colleagues, is also likely to

play a role in preventing micrometastatic outgrowth over time. What
triggers YAP signaling oscillation in some of the micrometastases but
not others, which could stay indolent for years in patients, may have
important therapeutic implications. It is also interesting to postulate
that the composition and signaling mechanisms associated with
successful micrometastatic to macrometastatic outgrowth may be
organ specific, given unique niche supportmay be provided by distinct
organs. This may also offer clues to elucidating the principles behind
the organotropism of metastasis, wherein survival of micrometastases
and subsequent outgrowth may result from a combination of predis-
posed signaling pathways in a given primary cancer type, and the
niche-controlled signaling from that organ.

In summary, Heinz and colleagues demonstrated that heterogeneity
is not only a feature of metastasis, but also plays a rate-limiting role in
enabling micrometastatic outgrowth, a critical step of the metastatic
cascade with possible therapeutic implications in the management of
colon cancer.
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